
Control devices in driving cab / Interfaces with safety 
equipment 

 

 

Except some very specific cases of full automatic control (Line D of Lyon metro and Line 14 of Paris metro, 
VAL), driving a railway train remains essentially manual, with at least one equipment monitoring the driver’s 
actions (vigilance, max speed ). 

We will have a brief review of the main braking control devices available in the driving cab, as well as 
interfaces of the braking system with safety equipment. 

 

Equipment in driving cab 

The following devices are available for the driver at the driver’s desk: 

 Braking control devices, which are: 

o The traction-dynamic brake master controller. 

o The service braking master controller. 

o The direct brake master controller (on locomotives). 

o The back-up brake master controller (on trainsets which are equipped with). 

o The emergency « knockdown » push-button. 

o The neutral control switch (pneumatic brake only). 

o The overcharge control (pneumatic brake only). 

o The EP assist activation switch (pneumatic brake only). 

o The fast release control (on locomotives equipped with). 

o The brake test by single agent (EFAS), for trainsets equipped with. 

 Brake monitoring devices, which are generally: 

o The Brake Pipe (BP) manometer (pneumatic brake only). 

o The Equalizing Reservoir (ER) manometer (pneumatic brake only). 

o The Main Reservoir Pipe (MRP) manometer. 

o The Brake Cylinders (BC) manometer. 

o The neutral and overcharge information. 

o The brake application and release information during EFAS (for trainsets equipped with). 

o The EP assist failure information (for locomotives and trainsets equipped with) (pneumatic brake 
only). 

o The dynamic brake failure information (for rolling stocks equipped with). 

  



Braking control 

The traction-dynamic brake master controller 

For a rolling stock equipped with the pneumatic brake, the traction-dynamic brake master controller makes it 
possible: 

 To control traction, in order to accelerate the train. 
 To control the dynamic brake (electrodynamic or hydrodynamic brake) in order to maintain the speed of 

the train constant or to slow down the latter. 

A lateral handle generally enables to select the configuration (traction or dynamic brake, the transition from 
traction to braking being “natural” when transition from braking to traction may, in some cases, being locked, 
requiring to unlock a notch or to perform a specific action (e.g. pull up).  

The dynamic brake control, for rolling stocks that are equipped, is realizes in a purely electric way, by means 
of train lines (or by means of the digital train bus) in the case of a trainset or a locomotive. In this configuration, 
the pressure in the BP does not change: therefore non-motorized vehicles are not braking. 

This possibility is used to regulate the speed of the train according to the line profile and the speed to observe, 
saving friction brakes. But this requires anticipation of line profiles or(and) speed changes, as the braking 
power remains limited to the motor bogies. 

The service braking master controller 

Available on rolling stocks equipped with the pneumatic brake, the service braking master controller ensures 
the control of pressure variations in the BP by managing the driver’s brake valve (see the corresponding 
page). 

When the driver’s brake valve is of the analogic type, the braking demand (thus the pressure in the BP) is a 
function of its position in the braking range (which is reached by pulling the handles backwards from the 
coasting position). In this case, the handle remains in the position reached when released by the driver. 

When the driver’s brake valve is of the impulse type, it has the following positions: 

 Coasting, when vertical, 

 Brake application, when the driver pulls it backward in this direction, 

 Brake release, when the driver pushes it forward, 

and it comes back to the coasting position when released. 

The service braking master controller generally includes an emergency braking position, beyond the maximum 
service braking position (analogic type) or beyond the brake application position (impulse type). This position 
is strongly notched and stable: the handle, when on this position, can be placed again on another position only 
after a voluntary action. This emergency position: 

 Either directly activates a high flow pneumatic valve which vents the BP. 
 Or controls an electropneumatic fast venting module. 

Associated contacts can also activate the EP assist, as well as the ER venting and the neutral function 
activation on the driver’s desk (in order to impede any unintended re-supply of the BP). 

It shall be noted that for some applications, service braking control can be coupled with the traction control in 
form of a single traction-braking master controller: service braking control is then necessary of the analogic 
type. This configuration can be observed on the AGV or on the Regiolis trainsets. 

  



The traction-braking master controller 

Available on rolling stocks equipped with the direct electropneumatic brake, a single traction-braking master 
controller makes it possible: 

 To control traction, in order to accelerate the train. 

 To control braking in order to manage the speed of the train (maintain it constant, slow down or stop). 

Therefore the master controller presents a traction range when pushed forwards (pulled backwards in some 
Anglo-Saxon countries) and a braking range when pulled backwards (pushed forwards in some Anglo-Saxon 
countries). These two ranges are separated by a medium notched position, corresponding to coasting. 

Any position in the braking range is stable, and corresponds to a level of train brake demand. The train control 
then reads this demand and defines the solicitation of the dynamic and friction brakes. An intermediate 
notched position in the braking range can refer to the demand corresponding to 100% of dynamic brake 
solicitation when friction brake is not yet required. 

This traction-braking master controller also generally includes an emergency position at the end of the braking 
range. This position is strongly notched and stable: when on this position, the handle can be placed again on 
another position only after a voluntary action. This emergency position activates electric contacts that ensure 
the switching off of the power supply to the emergency loop. 

The direct brake master controller 

The direct brake can generally only be found on locomotives: for more details, see the page on the brake 
architecture of locomotives. 

The direct brake master controller is generally purely pneumatic: it is made of a pneumatic valve with three 
stable positions (coasting, brake application, brake release) which directly controls the pressure in the brake 
cylinders, the maximum pressure being set by a pressure reducing valve connected to the MRP. 

Recent locomotives (BB 26000 / BB 36000 / BB 27000 / BB 37000 in France) are equipped with a direct brake 
valve, similar to a driver’s brake valve: in this case, the direct brake master controller is equipped with electric 
contacts, which control magnet valves associated to a relay valve (see the page on the brake architecture of a 
locomotive). 

The back-up brake master controller 

On modern rolling stocks equipped with the pneumatic brake, braking control via pressure changes in the BP 
is performed by means of an electrically (even electronically) controlled driver’s brake valve. The reliability of 
electropneumatic components and of cabling (or electronic units) being generally lower than the one of 
pneumatic components, these rolling stocks are most of the time equipped with a back-up master controller 
making it possible to control the driver’s brake valve in a purely pneumatic way (see the page dedicated to the 
driver’s brake valve). 

This master controller is identical to the one used for direct brake control on locomotives, which makes it 
possible to use the latter on these vehicles as a back-up control after switching a simple cock. 

The principle is to control the ER pressure in the driver’s brake valve from the positions coasting, brake 
application and brake release. 

The emergency « knock down » push-button 

In order to ensure safety as well as guaranteeing a fast brake application on the train, the driver’s brake valve 
is equipped with an emergency braking control, of the “knock down” type. 

Pneumatic brake case 

Knocking down the mushroom push-button opens a high flow pneumatic valve, which in turn quickly vents the 
BP. The low position is stable, so that interruption of emergency braking needs a voluntary action by the 
driver. 

Associated electric contacts can also activate the EP assist, as well as the venting of the ER and the activation 
of neutral function on the driver’s brake valve (to impede any unintended resupply of the BP). 



On vehicles with not centered driving position, a second emergency push-button is at disposal of the driver’s 
assistant, so as to avoid losing time to go around the driver’s position in case of necessity (provided that this 
can be impossible in some very narrow driving cabs !...). On some ancient vehicles, the driver’s assistant 
push-button is replaced by a high flow cock connected to the BP, and accessible to the assistant. Note that in 
some cases, this driver’s assistant emergency push-button  can be of the electric type, then controlling the 
electropneumatic emergency venting modules used by safety equipment. 

Direct electropneumatic brake case 

Knocking down the mushroom push-button opens electric contacts, which in turn ensure the direct switching 
off of the power supply to the emergency loop. These contacts are generally double, and can also ensure the 
connection of the emergency loop to the earth in order to avoid any unintended risk of resupply to the loop.  

The neutral control switch 

In the case of a pneumatic brake, the neutral control switch makes it possible to activate the neutral function of 
the driver’s brake valve (see the corresponding page), i.e. to switch off its pneumatic supply from the MRP in 
order to impede it to compensate leakages on the BP. 

The neutral position makes it possible to check that the BP leakage level on the train remains within a defined 
tolerance, which is compatible with a correct brake operation. This tightness is generally checked every train a 
train is composed, when the traction engine is coupled or after MU coupling. 

On modern vehicles, neutral activation generally leads to switching on a blue signaling lamp. 

Note that also on modern vehicles, emergency braking initiation also leads to neutral function activation on the 
driver’s brake valve, guaranteeing that no unintended resupply of the BP could reduce emergency braking 
efficiency. 

The overcharge control 

In the case of a pneumatic brake, overcharge makes it possible, after a train has been composed, to 
« reinitialize » control reservoirs in the distributor valves (see the page dedicated to the distributor valve). 

The overcharge function is controlled by activating a push-button integrating a signaling lamp, the latter being 
switched on when overcharge is activated. On some rolling stocks, this control can also be performed directly 
by means of the tactile screen of the display unit on the driver’s desk (and a specific pictogram is then 
presented). 

When the overcharge is established (0.4 bar above operating pressure in the BP), the driver shall act again on 
the push-button (or activate again the overcharge control on the display unit) to initiate the slow and automatic 
assimilation of the overcharge. The signaling lamp is then switched off (or the pictogram disappears). 

On modern vehicles, a memorization function is associated to the overcharge function: should a braking be 
required (by reduction of the BP pressure) during overcharge or overcharge assimilation phase, the signaling 
lamp integrated to the push-button (or the pictogram on the display unit) will start to blink after full brake 
release, so as to recall to mind to the driver that he shall initiate a new complete overcharge / overcharge 
assimilation cycle. Indeed, it is necessary to guarantee that control reservoirs of the distributor valves will not 
durably memorize a pressure that is higher than the BP operating pressure (which is the case during 
overcharge or overcharge assimilation), because of the risk of non-release of brakes. 

The EP assist activation switch 

On rolling stocks equipped with the EP assist (EP brake) of the pneumatic brake, it shall be possible to isolate 
this function when failure is detected on it. For this purpose, an isolating switch is available on the driver’s desk 
(or in a technical cabinet in the vicinity of it). 

A signaling lamp (or a pictogram on the display unit) informs about isolation or failure of the EP assist. 

The fast release control 

The fast release (or high flow release) is available only on some locomotives (thus is associated to the 
pneumatic brake). It is used to speed up brake release on long trains, in order to ease speed recovery after 
slowing or stopping braking phase. 

Its initiation makes it possible for the driver’s brake valve to supply the BP with an air flow that is higher to the 
normal one, this during a limited time (in order not to impede brake automaticity: see the page dedicated to 
basic braking principles). 



The fast release is activated by action on a push-button (or activation of a dedicated control on the display 
unit), and is associated to a temporization that interrupts it automatically after a predefined time. The latter is 
long enough to enable a complete release of a very long train (up to 750 meters). 

The control for brake test by a single agent 

Most of the modern trainsets (in particular Z2N, TER2N, XTER, ZTER and TGV) are equipped with a brake 
test by a single agent (EFAS) function, making it possible to perform the regulatory brake test (BP continuity 
and brake application / release of all bogies of the train) from the active driving cab, without assistance of a 
second agent in charge of checking brake indicators of each vehicle or bogie. 

The driver first initiate a complete brake release, then activates the EFAS switch on “brake release“ and 
checks the status of the brake release signaling lamps associated to each trainset composing the train on the 
driver’s desk. Then he requires a brake application, places the EFAS switch on “brake application” and checks 
the status of the brake application signaling lamps associated to each trainset composing the train on the 
driver’s desk. He finishes by requiring a full brake release to check again brake release. BP continuity is 
checked during brake application phase. 

Should the EFAS be integrated in the digital train bus, the latter guides the driver in the operations to be 
performed, and as time went on displays the exhaustive brake status of each bogie on the train, for a SU as 
well as for a MU. 

 

Monitoring of brake system 

Manometers 

The driver’s desk is equipped with several manometers, which enable to permanently check the different 
pressures linked to braking: 

 MRP manometer   It permanently displays the pressure in the Main Reservoir Pipe, the latter 
supplying all pneumatic equipment of the traction engine as well as of the train for passenger trains. 

 BP manometer (pneumatic brake only)  It permanently displays the pressure in the Brake Pipe, and 
enable the driver to visualize the pressure drop level required by means of the service braking master 
controller, thus to correctly adjust the braking level on the train. 

 ER manometer (pneumatic brake only)  Often coupled with the BP manometer, it enables the driver 
to visualize the pressure he has required thanks to the driver’s brake valve, pressure that shall finally 
be reached in the BP. 

 BC manometer  It displays the pressure in the brake cylinders of the b ogie located under the 
concerned driving cab, or of the two bogies of the traction engine or of both axles of the bogie located 
under the concerned driving cab. 

On some modern vehicles (as BB 27300 or AGV), analogic manometers are replaced by digital information on 
the display unit on the driver’s desk. 

Failure information 

Major failure information – having a potential impact on train operation (reduction of braking capacity) and 
requiring an action of the driver (speed reduction, stop to isolate equipment, etc.) – are displayed on the 
driver’s desk of the active cab as soon as they appear. 

This information is ensured: 

Ce signalement est assuré : 

 Either by means of analogic signaling lamps (failure signaling device (BSI), also called « ice cube box » 
due to its configuration in form of small square compartments). 

 Or in form of pictograms on the driving display unit. 

  



Main failures displayed are: 

 Dynamic brake  Most of modern vehicles (locomotives, trainsets) are equipped with a powerful 
dynamic brake, able to ensure speed control on down-hill slopes or slowing braking of the train without 
using the friction brake. For other rolling stocks (such as the TGV), the dynamic brake is designed so 
as to be reliable enough to be taken into consideration in safety performances. It is then of interest, 
even vital (for TGVs), to inform the driver about a partial or total failure of the dynamic brake on the 
train. 

This is the reason why the failure of the dynamic brake on at least one motor axle or bogie is reported. 
For TGVs, for which the number of bogies for which the dynamic brake is failed has an impact on 
operating speed, a counter displaying the number of bogies for which the dynamic brake is failed is 
associated to the failure information. 

 Presence of a non-rotating axle (TGV only). 

 Presence of a friction or parking brake not release on a bogie. 

 Presence of the complete failure of wheel slide protection equipment monitoring a bogie (TGV only)  
It corresponds to the simultaneous failure of the wheel slide protection and wheel rotation monitoring 
functions associated to a bogie. 

 

Interfaces with safety equipment 

Safety equipment (dead man‘s device, KVB, TVM, ERTMS, etc.) shall be able to initiate emergency braking. 
For this purpose, they shall be able to require BP venting or switching off the power supply to the emergency 
loop. 

Vehicles equipped with the pneumatic brake 

Bp venting is performed by means of a high flow venting valve, which is controlled by means of a magnet 
valve of the de-energize to apply principle (it shall be de-energized to required emergency braking). This 
magnet valve is supplied by an emergency loop controlled by safety equipment. 

Generally, except on locomotives (which are equipped with only one device), each driving cab is equipped with 
one emergency venting module (high flow venting valve + magnet valve). In case of emergency braking 
initiation, all emergency venting modules on the train are activated by switching off the emergency loop, which 
makes it possible to speed up BP venting, thus to guaranteed this venting in case of failure on the emergency 
venting module in the active cab. 

Vehicles equipped with direct electropneumatic brake 

Each safety device, when required, de-activates a specific output of the corresponding electronic processor 
unit, which in turn de-activates a relay ensuring switching off of the power supply to the emergency loop: this 
power supply switch off leads to emergency braking initiation on the train. 

 


